What we achieve inwardly will change outer reality. ~Plutarch
~

I am merely a guest born in this world, to know the secrets that lie beyond it. ~Rumi

Travel within the multidimensional worlds... in the motion pictures DVD " Voyage to Infinity with Whales and
Dragons" : http://www.eyewithin.com

_____________
Beside the physics of separated ideas of past-present-future ( Sequential Time of the 3rd Dimension),
we are now stepping on the threshold of Zero-Point-Energy ( the 4th Dimension ), the transition
place because of higher frequencies, where we start experiencing past and future more randomly.
A more wholistic physics based on the consciousness of the observer,
on the awareness of Nature as fractals and the Infinite NOW
(past-present-future occurring simultaneously and overlapping… the 5th Dimension and more)
this Endless Sea of Energy
______________
Q: "I wanna speak about what's going on in the world right now "
A: " Which world are you talking of, which parallel reality? ah ah! this crazy planet earth!
yes well as we have often said the idea is that as each and every one of you recognize
that you prefer a different reality,
and you make the shift within yourself vibrationally
you will then experience the idea of creating opportunities to create new systems

and that as you create those new understandings new directions new approaches and new systems
you will then have something to replace the old systems with
when they start to crumble and fall away
because your consciousness is no longer willing to support them
so this is all you're doing, it's all parts and parcels of making a shift again
it just depends on whether or not you are doing this by harboring all negative belief systems
that are out of alignment with your truth; as to whether you experience this
in a negative way or a positive way,
if you understand this shift of old things falling away is an exciting thing to have happen
because it means new systems that are more in alignment with what you prefer to be
are coming in because you're shifting to a parallel reality
that's more representative of those new systems then the idea of watching these all systems
crumble and fall away is cause for celebration.
…. again whatever vibration you create within yourself - will determine how you experience the shift.
A shift is happening
it can be experienced in a negative or a positive way depending upon the vibration of your choice
and your belief systems, that is how we will address this
… then add to that energy by the choices you make of how you choose to see reality
Q: “ how about the Reptilian-Illuminati control and… “
A: “ Stop! it is not that such beings in one context do not exist but the idea for most individuals is
that what they are perceiving and giving form to is the idea of the old fear what being projected
from the reptilian center of your brain - is where your survival mode kicks in and
when certain fears come up and bubble up from the reptilian Center up your brain
many individuals because of their fears will project and cloak other dimensional energy
in a form that's representative of their own fears, it may not even be with that being actually looks like
but humans will often see them in certain ways that are
representative symbolically of where the fear center of your brain is,
that your own scientists have labeled the reptilian brain.
And that's what most of you are seeing when you talk about the idea
of encountering the negative reptilian beings - now we are not saying that beings that look like that
don't exist but they are not what you think
they are not what is falling into your mythology and therefore again we suggest the idea is
to stop paying - paying or buying into the idea is that don't resonate with the reality you prefer
stop giving them credence appreciate - appreciate your chosen vibration and
allow all the vibrations that are not aligned with you to depreciate - then you
will have the economy or environment you prefer , alright?!
The responsibility is still in your hands and you can still change things
for positive or negative anytime you wish the only hint we will give you is this:
in where thing on your planet is not improving , where you not shifting to a parallel reality
where is more representative of what you prefer we would in all likelihood not be having
these conversations with you because it would be pointless
Do you understand that you are an eternal being !
Do you not understand that you have parallel lives in parallel realities where earth
has completely and utterly destroyed itself - so what!!? here you are!
Now I understand that's maybe not what you prefer, but that's all there is to it if it's not what you prefer don't do it in this reality you've already done it, in other realities anyway!
it's a matter of you - deciding what part of the collective to agree with
and agreeing with the collective of another reality that is more in the resonance you prefer.
It's not a matter of what the collective consciousness believes when it's out of alignment
with your preferred vibration - you have the ability generally to experience a reality
that you prefer regardless of what the collective is deciding.
because the idea in general - that's part of the collective agreement,

the collective agreement says that any individual can experience any collective it wants
so choose the collective you prefer !
~Bashar.org
_____________________________________

The Pleiadians remind us that we are a part of this “New Dawning.” This new energy is
birthing within our cells, and into a new consciousness.
They remind us that we are here to have a human experience, to honor ourselves for our
humanness, to hold ourselves in love and patience,
and to embrace the fact that we are “perfectly imperfect” in our humanness, which is
precisely as we were designed to be. ~C. Day
~

What is Love?
Love is the absence of judgment.
~Dalai Lama

( Best Wishes on this one... And many other good wishes to you for 2014 with warm ALOHA Jean-Luc )
Sustainable Green Living wishes like :
- Creating pure water out of thin air + TEDxNextGeneration + scientists master levitation of objects with sound
waves Google it!

www.eyewithin.com/2014.html
_________________
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